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Many animals display complex colour patterns that comprise several adjacent, often contrasting colour patches. Combining patches of complementary
colours increases the overall conspicuousness of the complex pattern,
enhancing signal detection. Therefore, selection for conspicuousness may act
not only on the design of single colour patches, but also on their combination. Contrasting long- and short-wavelength colour patches are located on
the ventral and lateral surfaces of many lacertid lizards. As the combination
of long- and short-wavelength-based colours generates local chromatic contrast, we hypothesized that selection may favour the co-occurrence of lateral
and ventral contrasting patches, resulting in complex colour patterns that
maximize the overall conspicuousness of the signal. To test this hypothesis,
we performed a comparative phylogenetic study using a categorical colour
classification based on spectral data and descriptive information on lacertid
coloration collected from the literature. Our results demonstrate that conspicuous ventral (long-wavelength-based) and lateral (short-wavelengthbased) colour patches co-occur throughout the lacertid phylogeny more
often than expected by chance, especially in the subfamily Lacertini. These
results suggest that selection promotes the evolution of the complex pattern
rather than the acquisition of a single conspicuous colour patch, possibly
due to the increased conspicuousness caused by the combination of colours
with contrasting spectral properties.

Introduction
Animal colours have evolved to serve different adaptive
functions, including camouflage, thermoregulation,
warning or startling predators and communicating with
conspecifics. The evolutionary design of signals, including chromatic signals, is the result of selection acting on
two components known as efficacy (i.e. the degree to
which a signal succeeds in reaching receivers and eliciting a response from them despite propagation distortion
and noise) and strategic content (i.e. the reliability of
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the signal) (Guilford & Dawkins, 1991; Bradbury &
Vehrencamp, 2011). Selection for both efficacy and
strategic content often promotes the evolution of
bright, highly chromatic and contrasting (i.e. conspicuous) chromatic signals (Dawkins & Guilford, 1997).
Conspicuousness is always relative and depends on the
visual system of the receiver and the contrast between
a colour patch and the visual background against which
it is displayed. Many studies of animal coloration have
focused on the evolutionary design of specific colour
patches (e.g. Hofmann et al., 2006; Maan & Cummings,
2009; Prager & Andersson, 2010; Ng et al., 2013; Friedman et al., 2014), but why particular colour combinations are prevalent in some groups and species remains
poorly understood. Colour patches rarely occur in isolation: the body surface of many animals is beset with
multiple colour patches that offer to receivers a mosaic
of differentially reflective surfaces. The conspicuousness
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of a complex colour pattern (i.e. one that comprises
several colour patches; Endler, 1978; Chen et al., 2012)
therefore depends not only on the conspicuousness of
each of its component elements but also on the overall
conspicuousness generated by the simultaneous perception of the different colour patches (termed within-pattern contrast; Endler, 1993). Conspicuousness can be
enhanced by maximizing either chromatic (i.e. hue) or
achromatic (i.e. brightness or luminance) contrast
between adjacent colour patches (Endler, 1990; Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011). Examples of complex patterns with strong achromatic contrast include the black
and white stripes and spots found in many animals
(e.g. zebra stripes, Godfrey et al., 1987; Caro, 2005).
Strong chromatic contrast, on the other hand, can be
found in the complex colour patterns combining blue
and yellow which are typical of reef fishes (Lythgoe,
1968; Marshall, 2000). Such contrasting colour combinations are relatively common in aposematic and cryptic colorations (e.g. disruptive coloration; Edmunds,
1974; Ruxton et al., 2004; Stevens & Cuthill, 2006; Stevens & Merilaita, 2009), but their role in intraspecific
communication has received relatively little attention
(Marshall, 2000; Endler et al., 2005; G
omez & Th
ery,
2007; Endler, 2012) (see examples in Fig. 1).

(a)

(d)

(b)

Recent studies have stressed the importance of colour
pattern complexity in the evolution of lizard coloration
(e.g. Ord et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2012). For example,
in the Old World lizard family Lacertidae, those species
in which intrasexual selection is more intense show
complex male-biased sexually dichromatic colour patterns (P
erez i de Lanuza et al., 2013b). Lacertids, particularly those in the Gallotiinae and Lacertini clades,
display a complex colour pattern composed of multiple
elements. The exposed dorsal body regions are selected
for background matching and are relatively cryptic, but
the less visible ventrolateral regions often display conspicuous colour patches. The ventral surface of many
lacertids is white, yellow, orange or red, whereas laterally they display conspicuous eyespots on the flanks
and/or shoulder region. The ventral and lateral colour
patches often differ in their spectral properties: those
located ventrally are predominantly long-wavelength
colours, whereas those located laterally are short wavelength based (P
erez i de Lanuza et al., 2013b; P
erez i de
Lanuza & Font, 2015; Marshall & Stevens, 2014).
Predators normally view lizards dorsally but interactions
among lizards occur mainly at eye level, suggesting an
important role for the ventral and lateral colour patches
as social signals (e.g. Molina-Borja et al., 2006; Font

(c)

(e)

Fig. 1 Examples of animals with complex colour patterns combining short- and long-wavelength reflectance: (a) the pipevine swallowtail,
Battus philenor, combining blue and yellow patches (reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License from
Pegram et al., 2013b); (b) the bluestreak cleaner wrasse, Labroides dimidiatus, combining iridescent blue and yellow patches (picture
provided by P. Ryan; www.ryanphotographic.com); (c) leafhopper, Graphocephala coccinea, combining blue, yellow and red (picture by
Bruce Marlin, published in www.commons.wikimedia.org, reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License); (d)
the common wall lizard, Podarcis muralis, combining ultraviolet (UV)-blue and orange patches in its flanks (picture by G. P
erez i de
Lanuza); (e) ventral view of P. muralis showing the adjacent ventral (orange) and lateral (UV-blue) conspicuous colour patches (picture

provided by J. Abalos).
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et al., 2009; Perez i de Lanuza et al., 2013a, 2014; P
erez
i de Lanuza & Font, 2015).
Podarcis muralis (Laurenti, 1768), the European common wall lizard, is representative of the complex colour
pattern found in many lacertids. Ventrally and laterally
adults of both sexes show brightly coloured patches
that are highly conspicuous to a wide range of receivers
(Perez i de Lanuza & Font, 2015). Ventral coloration is
dominated by long wavelengths (i.e. yellow, orange),
whereas laterally they show colour blotches on the
outermost row of ventral scales [termed outer ventral
scales (OVS); Arnold, 1989] that are ultraviolet (UV)blue (Perez i de Lanuza et al., 2014) (Fig. 1e).
The OVS and the ventral colour patches of P. muralis
provide strong chromatic contrast with each other and
with the visual background. The colours of the OVS
and the ventral patches are complementary, each one
reflecting in the region of the spectrum where the
other does not (Perez i de Lanuza & Font, 2015). Use of
complementary colours on adjacent patches is a wellknown strategy to maximize conspicuousness (Lythgoe,
1979; Endler, 1992, 2012). For example, adjacent blue
and yellow patches are found in many taxa as part of
aposematic or signalling coloration (e.g. fish, Marshall,
2000; Cheney et al., 2009; nudibranchs, Haber et al.,
2010; butterflies, Pegram et al., 2013a). The complementary spectra increase overall conspicuousness
because they stimulate retinal cones in opposite ways,
enhancing chromatic contrast (Endler, 1992). If maximizing conspicuousness is advantageous to the fitness
of the signaller, one might expect that selection should
favour within-body combinations of highly contrasting
colour patches. Thus, selection for conspicuousness in
lizards may favour the evolution of complex colour patterns that combine contrasting, long- and short-wavelength colours.
Here, we examine the association of long- and shortwavelength colours across a sample of 170 species of
lacertid lizards. Conspicuous long- and short-wavelength colour patches occur alone or in combination on
the ventral and lateral surfaces of many lacertids. However, if their combination increases local (internal or
within-pattern) chromatic contrast, long- and shortwavelength colours might be expected to be under correlational selection which would result in a nonrandom
distribution of these two traits across the lacertid phylogeny.
We used two alternative approaches to test this
hypothesis. First, we focused on the 45 lacertid species
with available spectral data (Bajer et al., 2011; P
erez i
de Lanuza, 2012; Perez i de Lanuza et al., 2013b; SanJose et al., 2013) to test the correlation between conspicuous ventral and lateral colour patches in a phylogenetic context. Although this sample represents a
relatively large proportion of currently recognized lacertid species, it is phylogenetically biased. Therefore, we
additionally tested the correlation between ventral and
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lateral colour patches using a human-based categorization of lacertid coloration with the aim to increase the
number of species and to consider a more phylogenetically balanced sample.

Materials and methods
Although the family Lacertidae encompasses more than
300 species, for our analysis we considered a subset of
170 species for which phylogenetic and coloration data
are available. As a complete and conclusive phylogenetic hypothesis is lacking for lacertids, and the position
and/or the specific status of some clades is controversial, we built an operational phylogeny from previous
partial phylogenies (Harris et al., 1998a, b, 1999, 2002,
2005; Fu et al., 2000; Harris & Arnold, 2000; Murphy
et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2002; Carranza et al., 2004; Poulakakis et al., 2005a, b; Arnold et al., 2007; Makokha
et al., 2007; Lymberakis et al., 2008; Cox et al., 2010;
Fitze et al., 2011; Greenbaum et al., 2011; Guo et al.,
2011; Kaliontzopoulou et al., 2011; Edwards et al.,
2013; Engleder et al., 2013). This phylogenetic hypothesis lacks branch distances and includes some hard polytomies, as well as possibly some unresolved soft
polytomies.
Data on lizard coloration were compiled from personal observations, spectrophotometric measurements,
descriptions and illustrations in field guides and other
published sources and photographs available in several
Internet repositories (see a detailed list in
Appendix S1). These data were used to construct a
dichotomous classification (presence/absence) of conspicuous (i.e. chromatically contrasting) colour patches
in the lateral and the ventral body surfaces.
We operationally categorized a colour patch as conspicuous when it showed strong chromatic contrast
with the lizard’s dorsolateral background body coloration. This categorization was based on visual inspection of available spectrograms (see examples in Fig. 2)
and on the assessment of chromatic contrast as performed by a human observer (GPL). Appendix S1
includes a detailed description of lacertid conspicuous
colours. Briefly, conspicuous lateral colour patches
include the blue, green or yellow eyespots and OVS
found in many species. These are actually UV-blue, UVgreen and UV-yellow in all the species for which reflectance spectra have been obtained (see examples in
Fig. 2). The reflectance spectrum of UV-blue eyespots
and OVS is a bell-shaped curve with wavelengths in
both the ultraviolet (< 400 nm) and blue regions of the
spectrum, whereas UV-green and UV-yellow eyespots
and OVS have a reflectance peak in the ultraviolet as
well as another peak at longer (> 400 nm) wavelengths. We also scored as conspicuous lateral coloration the blue heads shown by males of many Lacerta
species. Blue heads reflect in both the UV and the blue
portion of the spectrum as two overlapping peaks (e.g.
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Fig. 2 Representative spectra of lacertid body coloration. The solid lines correspond to lateral patches [i.e. outer ventral scales (OVS),
eyespots], the dashed lines to the ventral coloration and the dotted lines to the dorsal background coloration. The Atlas dwarf lizard,
Atlantolacerta andreanskyi, lacks conspicuous colour patches (note that the belly and OVS are the same colour). The ocellated lizard, Timon
lepidus, and the spiny-footed lizard, Acanthodacylus erythrurus, are representative examples of species in which conspicuous lateral colour
patches with a ultraviolet (UV) peak are present (UV-blue and UV-yellow, respectively), but the ventral coloration (i.e. white) is less
conspicuous than in other species with yellow or orange bellies. Lilford’s wall lizard from Dragonera Island, Podarcis lilfordi giglioli, has
contrasting lateral and ventral surfaces. The spectra are normalized to facilitate the interpretation of the chromatic differences. Spectra
adapted from P
erez i de Lanuza et al., 2013b.

Stuart-Fox et al., 2009; Bajer et al., 2011). Four species
in our sample showed conspicuous orange/red lateral
patches.
Conspicuous ventral coloration includes all ventral
colours other than white, that is mainly yellow and
orange, but also green in some species. The white bellies shown by many lacertids are the least chromatically
contrasting (i.e. conspicuous) ventral coloration because
their relatively flat spectra make them chromatically
similar to the cryptic brown or grey dorsal coloration of
many species (Perez i de Lanuza & Font, 2015). Many
lizards are lighter ventrally than dorsally (i.e. countershading), which presumably makes them less detectable
to predators by cancelling the effects of ventral shadowing in well-lit environments (self-shadow concealment;
Kiltie, 1988; Rowland, 2009, 2011). Because a white
ventrum provides the strongest contrast in dorsoventral
countershading, it follows that alternative ventral colorations should make the lizard more conspicuous to
predators and conspecifics alike because they reduce
the effectiveness of countershading. Spectra of yellow
and orange ventral colour patches have a step in reflectance in the 500- to 600-nm interval (Perez i de Lanuza
et al., 2013a). In some species, the ventral colour
patches show a secondary reflectance peak in the ultra-

violet and are actually UV-orange, UV-yellow or UVgreen.
For colour categorization, we focused on male coloration because males are often the more conspicuous
sex and show the more complex colour pattern (P
erez i
de Lanuza et al., 2013b). For species with polymorphic
ventral coloration, we considered the most conspicuous
colour morph (orange > yellow > white; P
erez i de
Lanuza & Font, 2015). However, we did not consider
rare forms found in some subspecies (e.g. P
erez i de
Lanuza & Font, 2011; Fulgione et al., 2015). For the
phylogenetic correlative analysis, we used the methodology described by Pagel for categorical dichotomous
characters (Pagel, 1994; Gumm & Mendelson, 2011)
using Mesquite 2.74 (Maddison & Maddison, 2011).
We first performed the analysis with the 45 species
with available spectral data and then repeated the analysis for the overall sample including the 170 species. In
addition, as the blue heads of Lacerta and the orange
lateral patches of Australolacerta and Ichnotrophis appear
to be rare colorations, we also repeated the analyses
excluding the genus Lacerta, excluding Australolacerta
and Ichnotrophis and excluding all three genera simultaneously. As colour patterns seem to have evolved differently in the Lacertini and the Eremiadini, we also
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performed the analysis separately for the two clades.
Statistical significance was calculated with 1000 simulations. Additionally, we performed a historical reconstruction of the presence of ventral and lateral
conspicuous patches throughout the phylogeny using
an unordered parsimony model of character change.

Results
Figure 2 shows some examples of reflectance spectra of
representative lacertid species and Fig. 3 shows the
conspicuousness (i.e. chromatic contrast) caused by the
combination of the different colour body patches calculated from the same spectra shown in Fig. 2 (data taken
from Perez i de Lanuza et al., 2013b; methodological
details of chromatic contrast calculations can be found
in Appendix S2).
Considering the overall sample (i.e. 170 species), 62
species simultaneously showed ventral and lateral conspicuous colour patches, 31 species showed only lateral

Lateral–ventral
Lateral–dorsal
Ventral–dorsal
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conspicuous patches, 18 showed only ventral conspicuous patches and 59 did not show any conspicuous colour patches (by our definitions; see Materials and
Methods above). In 57 species of those 62 showing
simultaneously ventral and lateral conspicuous colour
patches, the pattern combined long-wavelength colours
(ventrally) and short-wavelength colours (laterally).
Interestingly, all the species in which ventral colours
showed a secondary UV peak lacked UV-reflecting eyespots or OVS (e.g. Lacerta agilis, Iberolacerta aurelioi).
Thus, UV-reflecting colour patches in lacertids are
located either laterally or ventrally, but apparently not
in both locations.
Figure 4 shows a historical reconstruction of the evolution of the ventral and lateral colour patches in lacertids. The ancestral colour pattern of lacertids included
ventral and lateral conspicuous patches, and this combination has re-evolved independently at least four
times in the phylogeny of the family. Moreover, both
conspicuous patches were simultaneously lost at least
nine times. We found a significant positive relationship
between conspicuous ventral and lateral colour patches
across the lacertid radiation using our two alternative
approaches: when the analysis was restricted to the 45
species with available spectral data (difference in log
likelihoods = 2.03, P = 0.025) and considering the overall sample (difference in log likelihoods = 9.40,
P < 0.0001; N = 170). Similar results were obtained
excluding the genus Lacerta (difference in log likelihoods = 9.12, P = 0.003; N = 162), excluding Australolacerta and Ichnotrophis (difference in log likeliho
ods = 9.20, P = 0.002; N = 166) and if the three genera
were simultaneously excluded (difference in log likelihoods = 8.90, P = 0.002; N = 158). Ventral and lateral
colours are correlated in Lacertini (difference in log
likelihoods = 8.80, P < 0.0001; N = 86), but not in
Eremiadini (difference in log likelihoods = 0.91,
P = 0.70; N = 73).

Discussion

Fig. 3 Chromatic contrast caused by the combination of different
body surfaces on the body of the same lacertid species as in Fig. 2.
Note that the chromatic contrast generated by the lateral and
ventral colorations of Atlantolacerta andreanskyi is very small
because both body surfaces show the same white coloration (see
Fig. 2). In contrast, the presence of ultraviolet (UV)-yellow patches
(as in Acanthodacylus erythrurus) or UV-blue patches (as in Timon
lepidus) increases within-body conspicuousness. Finally, the
combination of UV-blue patches and orange belly (as in Podarcis
lilfordi giglioli) represents the most contrasting coloration in
lacertids. We calculated the chromatic contrast using
TetraColorSpace (Stoddard & Prum, 2008) and the visual cone
sensitivities of Podarcis muralis (Martin et al., 2015). See details in
the supporting information. Calculations were made using the
spectra shown in Fig. 2.

Our analysis demonstrates a positive covariation of ventral and lateral conspicuous colour patches across the
lacertid phylogeny. This finding is consistent with the
hypothesis that these two traits do not evolve independently and are functionally linked to enhanced signal
efficacy. Our results also reveal a nonrandom association between long- and short-wavelength colour
patches on the ventral and lateral surfaces of lacertid
lizards. A combination of different colours could have
evolved to enable detection against different backgrounds or to make lizards highly visible to receivers
with different visual systems. However, the widespread
occurrence of long- and short-wavelength colours sideby-side suggests selection for increased conspicuousness. Thus, it appears that when selection promotes
conspicuousness, it does not act only on single colour
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Fig. 4 Historical reconstruction of the
presence (black branches) or absence
(white branches) of conspicuous colour
patches in the ventral (left) and lateral
(right) body surfaces of the lacertid
species used in the analyses. Historical
reconstructions were performed using
Mesquite’s unordered parsimony model
(Maddison & Maddison, 2011). Colour
squares at the end of the branches
approximate the colour of each patch
for the ventral and lateral pattern. In
some genera, the conspicuous ventral
patches include a secondary ultraviolet
peak (see details in the text). In the
right tree (i.e. lateral coloration),
branches without squares indicate the
absence of eyespots, outer ventral scales
or other highly conspicuous colour
patches in this surface (as in the Atlas
dwarf lizard, Atlantolacerta andreanskyi,
see Fig. 2). Species names in boldface
indicate the species with available
spectral data. Numbers in parentheses
refer to photographs. See photograph
credits in the acknowledgements.
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patches but also on the overall pattern, generating complex within-pattern combinations of colour patches
with divergent spectral properties. In contrast, the probability of showing conspicuous and complex patterns is
reduced in species evolving in habitats in which selection presumably acts strongly against conspicuousness,
as in many Eremiadini that mainly inhabit desert open
habitats.
Human assessment has been successfully used for the
comparison of colour patterns from a large number of
species in recent studies with other taxa (e.g. Martin
et al., 2010; Simpson et al., 2015), but cannot take into
account important differences between lacertid and
human visual systems. As lacertids are able to perceive
the near UV and probably have a tetrachromatic visual
system (Perez i de Lanuza & Font, 2014; Martin et al.,
2015), a classification of lizard colours based on human
vision entails the loss of much information and probably causes the inappropriate assessment of some colours. However, the available spectral data suggest that
the ventral and lateral colour patches of lacertids have
a consistent spectral shape (Bajer et al., 2011; P
erez i de
Lanuza, 2012; Perez i de Lanuza et al., 2013b; San-Jos
e
et al., 2013). Moreover, results of visual modelling
show that colour patches that are conspicuous to the
lizards bearing them are generally also conspicuous to
receivers with different visual systems (Marshall & Stevens, 2014; Perez i de Lanuza & Font, 2015). Thus, we
are confident that our human-based classification provides an evolutionarily meaningful measure of conspicuousness in this clade.
Correlated trait evolution may be a result of genetic
correlation, in which traits are partially determined by
the same or linked loci, or of selective correlation, in
which the same environmental pressure acts on two
seemingly unrelated traits. In lizards, ventral and lateral
colours are produced by radically different mechanisms:
whereas ventral colours are mainly pigment based, lateral colours have a prominent structural component
resulting from interactions between incident light and
nanostructures present in the skin (Grether et al., 2004;
Saenko et al., 2013; Haisten et al., 2015). This suggests
that the association between these two traits is primarily driven by correlated selection rather than genetic
constraints.
The co-occurrence of conspicuous ventral and lateral
colour patches on the flanks of many lacertids raises
interesting questions regarding their role in signalling.
It is often assumed that the ventral and lateral colour
patches could make available to receivers information
that is relevant for mate choice and/or opponent assessment. The available evidence supports the hypothesis
that in some species, the laterally located UV-blue OVS
convey information about male quality (i.e. body condition and/or fighting ability; Perez i de Lanuza et al.,
2014). However, the evidence regarding a signalling
role of the ventral colour patches is equivocal. Ventral
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coloration seems unrelated to individual male quality
(P
erez i de Lanuza et al., 2014) and apparently does not
affect the outcome of male intrasexual contests (Sacchi
et al., 2009). However, the ventral colour patches may
be involved in mate assessment in some colour polymorphic species (P
erez i de Lanuza et al., 2013a) or
they may convey to receivers some type of hitherto
unknown information. Alternatively, the conspicuous
long-wavelength ventral patches may function, because
of their association with the lateral patches, as amplifiers (P
erez i de Lanuza & Font, 2015). Amplifiers are a
class of signals that by themselves are not indicators of
signaller quality but improve the receiver’s ability to
detect or assess a signal (Hasson, 1990, 1991, 1997;
Hasson et al., 1992; Taylor et al., 2000). According to
this hypothesis, the presence of long-wavelengthreflecting ventral colour patches next to the shortwavelength lateral patches would increase the withinpattern chromatic contrast and thus contribute to maximizing the overall pattern conspicuousness. To determine whether ventral coloration plays an amplifying
role in lacertids, it would be necessary to determine the
effect that each colour patch has, independently, on
the response of receivers.
Because conspicuous lateral patches are present in
species belonging to all the major lacertid clades, they
probably represent the ancestral condition for lacertids,
as shown by our historical character reconstruction. In
contrast, the conspicuous ventral colour patches have a
much more restricted phylogenetic distribution. Moreover, our comparative study reveals striking differences
between the Eremiadini and the Lacertini clades. Conspicuous ventral and lateral colours are present in most
Lacertini, and only in a few cases, a species lacks both
types of conspicuous coloration. In contrast, very few
species of Eremiadini have conspicuous ventral and lateral colours, and the most frequent conspicuous colours
are the lateral yellow patches (which are less conspicuous than the UV-blue patches typical of many Lacertini
species). The differences between Eremiadini and Lacertini may be a consequence of the different selective
regimes prevalent during the evolution of these two
clades. The radiation of Lacertini took place in Europe,
mainly in the Mediterranean basin, whereas the Eremiadini evolved in African mesic and xeric habitats
(Arnold et al., 2007), which are open and visually more
simple than Mediterranean ecosystems. These differences should be crucial for signal detection by primary
receivers, but also by predators. It is possible that, as in
other lizards, predator detection in open habitats
favours relatively inconspicuous colours and patterns
(Ord & Stuart-Fox, 2006; Garcia et al., 2013). In fact,
predation pressures may have constrained the evolution
of complex colour patterns, limiting the variability of
adaptive colours available for use by the Eremiadini.
Animal colour patches are complex phenotypic traits
that engage various pigment types, structural features
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and optical processes (Grether et al., 2004). The interaction among neighbouring or adjacent colour patches
adds a little explored layer of complexity to the study
of animal coloration. The results presented here suggest
that the combination of long- and short-wavelength
colours has evolved independently multiple times in
the history of the lacertids. This is the first evidence
that different chromatically complementary conspicuous patches may evolve under correlational selection
and suggests that increased chromatic contrast can act
as an important selective force on animal coloration.
Further work should be aimed to determine whether
selection for conspicuousness promotes the adoption of
complex colour patterns involving colour patches with
contrasting spectral properties in other taxa.
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